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Abstract
Though current Seq2Seq summarization mod-001
els are capable of generating fluent and gram-002
matical summaries, they are still suffering003
from the unfaithful generation problem. In004
this paper, we study the faithfulness of exist-005
ing systems from a new perspective of fac-006
tual robustness which is the ability to cor-007
rectly generate factual information over adver-008
sarial unfaithful information. We first define009
the measurement of a model’s factual robust-010
ness as its success rate to defend against ad-011
versarial attacks when generating factual infor-012
mation. The factual robustness analysis on a013
wide range of current systems shows its good014
consistency with human judgments on faith-015
fulness. Inspired by these findings, we pro-016
pose to improve a model’s faithfulness by en-017
hancing its factual robustness. Specifically,018
we propose a novel training strategy, namely019
FRSUM, which teaches the model to defend020
against both explicit adversarial samples and021
implicit factual adversarial perturbations. Ex-022
tensive automatic and human evaluation re-023
sults show that FRSUM consistently improves024
the faithfulness of various Seq2Seq models,025
such as T5, BART and PEGASUS, and re-026
duces up to 41% target errors in summaries.027

1 Introduction028

Abstractive summarization aims to produce fluent,029

informative, and faithful summaries for a given030

document. Benefited from large-scale pre-training031

techniques, recent abstractive summarization sys-032

tems are able to generate fluent and coherent sum-033

maries (Dong et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2020; Xiao034

et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020a). However, chal-035

lenges remain for this task. One of the most urgent036

problems is that neural Seq2Seq-based models tend037

to generate unfaithful content, which seriously lim-038

its their applicability (Kryscinski et al., 2019). An039

earlier study observes nearly 30% of summaries040

suffer from this problem on the Gigawords dataset041

(Cao et al., 2018), while recent large-scale human042

evaluation concludes that 60% of summaries by 043

several popular models contain at least one factual 044

error on XSum and CNN/DM datasets (Pagnoni 045

et al., 2021). These findings push the importance 046

of improving faithfulness of summarization to the 047

forefront of research. 048

Many recent studies focus on improving the 049

faithfulness of summarization models, which can 050

be mainly divided into three categories. The first 051

type modifies the model architecture to introduce 052

pre-extracted guidance information as additional 053

input (Cao et al., 2018; Dou et al., 2021; Zhu 054

et al., 2021), while the second type relies on a 055

post-editing module to correct the generated sum- 056

maries (Dong et al., 2020a; Chen et al., 2021). The 057

last type takes advantages of auxiliary tasks like 058

entailment (Li et al., 2018) and QA (Question An- 059

swering) (Huang et al., 2020; Nan et al., 2021) 060

on faithfulness. Different from previous studies, 061

this work focuses on refining the training strategy 062

of Seq2Seq models to improve their faithfulness 063

universally without involving any extra parame- 064

ters, post-editing procedures and external auxiliary 065

tasks. 066

In this paper, we study the faithfulness prob- 067

lem of Seq2Seq models from a new perspective 068

of factual robustness, which is the robustness of 069

generating factual information. We first define fac- 070

tual robustness as the model’s ability to correctly 071

generate factual information over adversarial un- 072

faithful information. Following this definition, we 073

analyze the factual robustness of a wide range of 074

Seq2Seq models by measuring their success rate 075

to defend against adversarial attacks when generat- 076

ing factual information. The analysis results (see 077

Table 1) demonstrate good consistency between 078

models’ factual robustness and their faithfulness 079

by human judgments, and also reveal that current 080

models are vulnerable to generate different types 081

of unfaithful information. For example, the robust- 082

ness of generating numbers in the XSum dataset 083
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for most Seq2Seq models is very weak. Inspired084

by the findings above, we propose a novel faithful085

improvement training strategy, namely FRSUM,086

which improves a model’s faithfulness by enhanc-087

ing its factual robustness. Concretely, FRSUM088

teaches the model to defend against adversarial089

attacks by a novel factual adversarial loss, which090

constrains the model to generate correct informa-091

tion over the unfaithful adversarial samples. To092

further improve the generalization of FRSUM, we093

add factual adversarial perturbation to the training094

process which induces the model to generate un-095

faithful information. In this way, FRSUM not only096

requires the model to defend against explicit adver-097

sarial samples but also insensitive to implicit ad-098

versarial perturbations. Thus, the model becomes099

more robust in generating factual spans, and gener-100

ates fewer errors during inference. Moreover, the101

FRSUM is adaptive to all Seq2Seq models.102

Extensive experiments on several state-of-the-103

art Seq2Seq models demonstrate the effectiveness104

of FRSUM, which improves the faithfulness of105

various Seq2Seq models while maintaining their106

informativeness. Besides automatic evaluation, we107

also conduct fine-grained human evaluation to an-108

alyze different types of factual errors. The human109

evaluation results also show that FRSUM greatly110

reduces different types of factual errors. Especially,111

when applying on T5, our method reduces 23.0%112

and 41.2% of target factual errors on the XSum and113

CNN/DM datasets, respectively. Our contributions114

can be summarized as the following three points:115

• We study the problem of unfaithful generation116

from a new perspective, factual robustness of117

Seq2Seq models, which is found consistent118

with faithfulness of summaries.119

• We propose a new training method, FRSUM,120

which improves the factual robustness and121

faithfulness of a model by defending against122

both explicit and implicit adversarial attacks.123

• Extensive automatic and human evaluations124

validate the effectiveness of FRSUM and also125

show that FRSUM greatly reduces different126

types of factual errors.127

2 Related Work128

2.1 Faithfulness of Summarization129

Studies of faithfulness mainly focus on how to im-130

prove the faithfulness of an abstractive summariza-131

tion model. Though it is challenging, some recent132

works prose various methods to study this prob- 133

lem, which can be summarized as following. One 134

of a typical methods use pre-extracted information 135

from input document as additional input (Dou et al., 136

2021), like triplet (Cao et al., 2018), keywords (He 137

et al., 2020), knowledge graph (Huang et al., 2020; 138

Zhu et al., 2021) or extractive summaries (Dou 139

et al., 2021). These methods encourage the model 140

to copy from the faithful guidance information. An- 141

other type of popular method focuses on design- 142

ing a post-editing module, like QA model (Dong 143

et al., 2020a), Seq2Seq-based editing model (Chen 144

et al., 2021), to correct the generated errors. But 145

these methods are harmful to the informativeness 146

of original summaries. Some other works apply 147

RL (Reinforcement Learning) based methods, es- 148

pecially policy gradient, which utilize a variety of 149

factual-relevant tasks for calculating rewards, such 150

as information extraction (Zhang et al., 2020b), en- 151

tailment (Li et al., 2018), QA (Huang et al., 2020; 152

Nan et al., 2021). This type of methods suffer from 153

high-variance training of RL. 154

2.2 Adversarial Attacks for Text 155

Though DNNs (deep neural networks) have shown 156

significant performance in various tasks, a series 157

of studies have found that adversarial samples by 158

adding imperceptible perturbations could easily 159

fool DNNs (Szegedy et al., 2014; Goodfellow et al., 160

2015). These findings not only reveal potential se- 161

curity threats to DNN-based systems, but also show 162

that training with adversarial attacks can enhance 163

the robustness of a system (Carlini and Wagner, 164

2017). Recently, a large amount of studies focus on 165

adversarial attacks for a variety of NLP tasks, such 166

as text classification (Ebrahimi et al., 2018; Gil 167

et al., 2019), question answering (Jia and Liang, 168

2017; Gan and Ng, 2019) and natural language 169

inference (Minervini and Riedel, 2018; Li et al., 170

2020). Because of the discrete nature of language, 171

these works mainly apply the methods of inserting, 172

removing, or deleting different levels of text units 173

(char, token, sentence) to build adversarial sam- 174

ples (Ren et al., 2019; Zang et al., 2020). Besides 175

the aforementioned language understating tasks, 176

some recent works also apply adversarial attacks 177

on language generation. Cheng et al. (2019) applies 178

adversarial attacks on both encoder and decoder to 179

improve the performance of translation. Seq2Sick 180

focuses on designing adversarial samples to attack 181

SeqSeq models for evaluating their robustness on 182
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<latexit sha1_base64="3ZQxS5qPMq9um6pBWQbXpWv4s2U=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbPVK213qou3QSL4KpMurDiquDGZQv2Au1QMmmmDc1khiQjlKEP0U0XirjUZ3HpTnwZ08tCW38IfPz/OeSc48eCa+O6X05ma3snu5vby+8fHB4dF05OmzpKFGUNGolItX2imeCSNQw3grVjxUjoC9byR3fzvPXIlOaRfDDjmHkhGUgecEqMtVq6l+Lb8qRXKLoldyG0CXgFxWq2/v0xm77VeoXPbj+iScikoYJo3cFubLyUKMOpYJN8N9EsJnREBqxjUZKQaS9djDtBl9bpoyBS9kmDFu7vjpSEWo9D31aGxAz1ejY3/8s6iQluvJTLODFM0uVHQSKQidB8d9TnilEjxhYIVdzOiuiQKEKNvVDeHgGvr7wJzXIJX5dwHRerZVgqB+dwAVeAoQJVuIcaNIDCCKbwBM9O7MycF+d1WZpxVj1n8EfO+w8ivZMk</latexit>s1:2
<latexit sha1_base64="3ZQxS5qPMq9um6pBWQbXpWv4s2U=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbPVK213qou3QSL4KpMurDiquDGZQv2Au1QMmmmDc1khiQjlKEP0U0XirjUZ3HpTnwZ08tCW38IfPz/OeSc48eCa+O6X05ma3snu5vby+8fHB4dF05OmzpKFGUNGolItX2imeCSNQw3grVjxUjoC9byR3fzvPXIlOaRfDDjmHkhGUgecEqMtVq6l+Lb8qRXKLoldyG0CXgFxWq2/v0xm77VeoXPbj+iScikoYJo3cFubLyUKMOpYJN8N9EsJnREBqxjUZKQaS9djDtBl9bpoyBS9kmDFu7vjpSEWo9D31aGxAz1ejY3/8s6iQluvJTLODFM0uVHQSKQidB8d9TnilEjxhYIVdzOiuiQKEKNvVDeHgGvr7wJzXIJX5dwHRerZVgqB+dwAVeAoQJVuIcaNIDCCKbwBM9O7MycF+d1WZpxVj1n8EfO+w8ivZMk</latexit>s1:2
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Galib   �SDG!

Alan     Kurdi

<latexit sha1_base64="tgER7ID6eZddU1/5qtV3GnRWQZQ=">AAAB8XicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFmNpMxiE2ISdFCpWARvLCOaC2SXMTmaTIbOzy8ysEJY8g42NhSK2voWPYOeD2Du5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHOCRHBtXPfLWVldW9/YzG3lt3d29/YLB8WmjlNFWYPGIlbtgGgmuGQNw41g7UQxEgWCtYLh1SRv3TOleSxvzShhfkT6koecEmOtu6Ssuxm+rI5Pu4WSW3GnQsuA51CqFb3y98eDV+8WPr1eTNOISUMF0bqD3cT4GVGGU8HGeS/VLCF0SPqsY1GSiGk/m048RifW6aEwVvZJg6bu746MRFqPosBWRsQM9GI2Mf/LOqkJL/yMyyQ1TNLZR2EqkInRZH3U44pRI0YWCFXczorogChCjT1S3h4BL668DM1qBZ9V8A0u1aowUw6O4BjKgOEcanANdWgABQmP8AwvjnaenFfnbVa64sx7DuGPnPcf+b6TcQ==</latexit>

p(s1:2)
<latexit sha1_base64="tgER7ID6eZddU1/5qtV3GnRWQZQ=">AAAB8XicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFmNpMxiE2ISdFCpWARvLCOaC2SXMTmaTIbOzy8ysEJY8g42NhSK2voWPYOeD2Du5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHOCRHBtXPfLWVldW9/YzG3lt3d29/YLB8WmjlNFWYPGIlbtgGgmuGQNw41g7UQxEgWCtYLh1SRv3TOleSxvzShhfkT6koecEmOtu6Ssuxm+rI5Pu4WSW3GnQsuA51CqFb3y98eDV+8WPr1eTNOISUMF0bqD3cT4GVGGU8HGeS/VLCF0SPqsY1GSiGk/m048RifW6aEwVvZJg6bu746MRFqPosBWRsQM9GI2Mf/LOqkJL/yMyyQ1TNLZR2EqkInRZH3U44pRI0YWCFXczorogChCjT1S3h4BL668DM1qBZ9V8A0u1aowUw6O4BjKgOEcanANdWgABQmP8AwvjnaenFfnbVa64sx7DuGPnPcf+b6TcQ==</latexit>

p(s1:2)

0
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<latexit sha1_base64="se7Ctld7a/bRjFtxsxRdaRS2dO4=">AAAB6nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXIWMgroRC25cVrQXaEOZTCft0MkkzJwIpfQR3LhQxK1v4Ju4822cpl1o9YeBj/8/hznnhKkUBn3/yyksLa+srhXXSxubW9s75d29hkkyzXidJTLRrZAaLoXidRQoeSvVnMah5M1weD3Nmw9cG5GoexylPIhpX4lIMIrWusNL0i1XfM/P5f4FMofK1cdprlq3/NnpJSyLuUImqTFt4qcYjKlGwSSflDqZ4SllQ9rnbYuKxtwE43zUiXtknZ4bJdo+hW7u/uwY09iYURzaypjiwCxmU/O/rJ1hdBGMhUoz5IrNPooy6WLiTvd2e0JzhnJkgTIt7KwuG1BNGdrrlOwRyOLKf6Fx4pEzj9ySStWDmYpwAIdwDATOoQo3UIM6MOjDIzzDiyOdJ+fVeZuVFpx5zz78kvP+Da/sj40=</latexit>

t = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="se7Ctld7a/bRjFtxsxRdaRS2dO4=">AAAB6nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXIWMgroRC25cVrQXaEOZTCft0MkkzJwIpfQR3LhQxK1v4Ju4822cpl1o9YeBj/8/hznnhKkUBn3/yyksLa+srhXXSxubW9s75d29hkkyzXidJTLRrZAaLoXidRQoeSvVnMah5M1weD3Nmw9cG5GoexylPIhpX4lIMIrWusNL0i1XfM/P5f4FMofK1cdprlq3/NnpJSyLuUImqTFt4qcYjKlGwSSflDqZ4SllQ9rnbYuKxtwE43zUiXtknZ4bJdo+hW7u/uwY09iYURzaypjiwCxmU/O/rJ1hdBGMhUoz5IrNPooy6WLiTvd2e0JzhnJkgTIt7KwuG1BNGdrrlOwRyOLKf6Fx4pEzj9ySStWDmYpwAIdwDATOoQo3UIM6MOjDIzzDiyOdJ+fVeZuVFpx5zz78kvP+Da/sj40=</latexit>

t = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="VH9w5xJ+xr2WH2EBw/VHQCoABjU=">AAAB6nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXIWkgroRC25cVrQXaEOZTCft0MkkzJwIJfQR3LhQxK1v4Ju4822cpl1o6w8DH/9/DnPOCRLBNbrut1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTR2nirIGjUWs2gHRTHDJGshRsHaiGIkCwVrB6Gaatx6Z0jyWDzhOmB+RgeQhpwSNdY9X1V654jpuLnsZvDlUrj/PctV75a9uP6ZpxCRSQbTueG6CfkYUcirYpNRNNUsIHZEB6xiUJGLaz/JRJ/aJcfp2GCvzJNq5+7sjI5HW4ygwlRHBoV7MpuZ/WSfF8NLPuExSZJLOPgpTYWNsT/e2+1wximJsgFDFzaw2HRJFKJrrlMwRvMWVl6FZdbxzx7vzKjUHZirCERzDKXhwATW4hTo0gMIAnuAFXi1hPVtv1vustGDNew7hj6yPH7Fwj44=</latexit>

t = 2
<latexit sha1_base64="VH9w5xJ+xr2WH2EBw/VHQCoABjU=">AAAB6nicbZDLSsNAFIZP6q3WW9Wlm2ARXIWkgroRC25cVrQXaEOZTCft0MkkzJwIJfQR3LhQxK1v4Ju4822cpl1o6w8DH/9/DnPOCRLBNbrut1VYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsHTR2nirIGjUWs2gHRTHDJGshRsHaiGIkCwVrB6Gaatx6Z0jyWDzhOmB+RgeQhpwSNdY9X1V654jpuLnsZvDlUrj/PctV75a9uP6ZpxCRSQbTueG6CfkYUcirYpNRNNUsIHZEB6xiUJGLaz/JRJ/aJcfp2GCvzJNq5+7sjI5HW4ygwlRHBoV7MpuZ/WSfF8NLPuExSZJLOPgpTYWNsT/e2+1wximJsgFDFzaw2HRJFKJrrlMwRvMWVl6FZdbxzx7vzKjUHZirCERzDKXhwATW4hTo0gMIAnuAFXi1hPVtv1vustGDNew7hj6yPH7Fwj44=</latexit>

t = 2

<latexit sha1_base64="G+6Sbbj43mqWPRJbKAI9sdLZdSM=">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</latexit>

d1(s, As) = max(0.18 � 0.30, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="G+6Sbbj43mqWPRJbKAI9sdLZdSM=">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</latexit>

d1(s, As) = max(0.18 � 0.30, 0)

               
<latexit sha1_base64="zS5EuDW86eaKDMKSohSdbuMFVHI=">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</latexit>

= 0.12 > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="zS5EuDW86eaKDMKSohSdbuMFVHI=">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</latexit>

= 0.12 > 0

<latexit sha1_base64="DPfQPi7vjAKFfSL0BfrjUkFjJ7o=">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</latexit>

d2(s, As) = max(0.04 � 0.09, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="DPfQPi7vjAKFfSL0BfrjUkFjJ7o=">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</latexit>

d2(s, As) = max(0.04 � 0.09, 0)

               
<latexit sha1_base64="6O76X/58VCSVKunvkMziBgldmYE=">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</latexit>

= 0
<latexit sha1_base64="6O76X/58VCSVKunvkMziBgldmYE=">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</latexit>

= 0

<latexit sha1_base64="J4+T/vzqF4BJt4AULd2MH29zFy4=">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</latexit>

d(s, As) =
P

t dt(s, As) = 0.12 > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="J4+T/vzqF4BJt4AULd2MH29zFy4=">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</latexit>

d(s, As) =
P

t dt(s, As) = 0.12 > 0
Encoder

Figure 1: illustrates the procedure of an adversarial attack on a two-token entity span. After extracting a factual
span s, a factual prompt ps, and a set of corresponding adversarial samples As, we calculate the probability
of generating s and spans in As given ps. Based on the probability, we check whether this attack succeed by
Equation 3.

informativeness (Cheng et al., 2020). Compared183

with previous works, we are the first to study the184

problem of unfaithful generation from the perspec-185

tive of robustness.186

3 Factual Robustness on Seq2Seqs187

In this section, we introduce the definition and mea-188

surement of factual robustness. The factual robust-189

ness is defined as the ability of a Seq2Seq model to190

correctly generate factual information over adver-191

sarial unfaithful information. We adopt a process192

similar to adversarial attacks to measure the factual193

robustness of a Seq2Seq model. Extended from194

the conventional adversarial attack framework, we195

take the generation process of a factual information196

span as the target for attack. After constructing a197

set of adversarial samples, we check whether an198

attack succeeds by comparing the generation prob-199

abilities between the span and adversaries. We then200

define the measurement of factual robustness as201

the success rate of a model to defend against these202

attacks in a corpus. Following this definition, we203

measure the factual robustness of current models204

and analyze their relations with faithfulness.205

3.1 Measurement of Factual Robustness206

In this section, we measure the factual robustness207

of Seq2Seqs by adversarial attacks. Though adver-208

sarial attack has been well-studied in classification209

tasks, it is not straightforward to be directly ap-210

plied in text generation models. Different from211

attacking on a single label prediction in classifica-212

tion tasks, we consider the multi-step token pre-213

dictions when generating a span of information.214

Given a document x and its reference summary 215

y = {y1, y2, . . . , ym}, we define a factual span as 216

the elementary unit of factual information, which is 217

utilized as the target for factual adversarial attack. 218

Factual Span and Factual Prompt We define 219

a factual span s as a span of tokens that represents 220

a piece of specific factual information, which can 221

represent various types of facts. As the first study 222

on factual robustness, we only analyze entity and 223

number spans which are the most common types of 224

information errors in existing summarization mod- 225

els. After extracting a factual span s, we define the 226

prefix before s in the reference y as factual prompt 227

ps, base on which the model should generate span 228

s correctly. 229

Adversarial Sample sa is a span that make the in- 230

formation [ps, s
a] contradict with the input x. It is 231

used to attack the generation process of s. Previous 232

study finds that intrinsic hallucinations are the most 233

frequent factual errors in Seq2Seq models (Maynez 234

et al., 2020). This kind of factual errors usually oc- 235

curs when the model confuses other information 236

presented in the input document with the target in- 237

formation during generation. Thus, in this study, 238

we construct a set of adversarial samples As by 239

extracting entity and number spans from the source 240

document x that are irrelevant with the target span 241

s: As = {sa|sa ∈ x&sa 6= s} to introduce intrin- 242

sic hallucinations. 243

Adversarial Attack We measure factual robust- 244

ness by an adversarial attack process utilizing the 245

above adversarial samples. Specifically, given the 246

input x and a factual prompt ps, we apply adver- 247

sarial attack on the process of auto-regressively 248
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System
XSum CNN/DM

Mix%↓ Ent%↓ Num%↓ R-L↑ Incor%↓ Mix%↓ Ent%↓ Num%↓ R-L↑ Incor%↓
TransS2S 49.6 54.0 52.1 23.7 96.9 43.3 50.8 40.5 36.9 74.8
BERTSum 40.1 36.0 47.2 30.5 83.7 33.4 36.2 29.5 39.0 27.2
T5 37.3 33.2 43.4 33.0 82.0 36.4 39.9 31.9 40.2 26.7
BART 26.7 25.0 31.6 36.8 66.7 29.0 32.2 23.8 40.5 24.7
PEGASUS 22.4 20.0 29.0 38.4 60.7 28.3 29.6 22.2 40.5 13.3

Table 1: reports the factual robustness of different systems on CNN/DM and XSum datasets. Ent% and Num%
are the E of entity and number spans, respectively. Mix% is the average success rate E of attacking both the
number and entity spans. R-L is the abbreviation of ROUGE-L listed aside for reference. Incor% is incorrect
ratio of generated summaries annotated by human. The Pearson Correlation Coefficient and Spearman Correlation
Coefficient between Mix% and Inroc% are 0.57 and 0.66, respectively.

generating s by using the adversarial samples in249

As. In every generation step, we check whether the250

model has the highest probability to generate the251

prefixs of s. Following conditional probability, in252

step t, the probability of generating the first t-token253

prefix of s (t ≤ |s|, |s| denotes the length of s) is:254

p(s1:t|ps, x, θ) =
t∏

i=1

p(si|s1:i−1, ps, x, θ) (1)255

where st and s1:t are respectively the t-th token and256

first t-token of s, and θ denotes the model param-257

eters. In the following, Equation 1 is abbreviated258

as p(s1:t). Based on the definition of p, we com-259

pare the probability of generating the prefixs of the260

target factual span s1:t and adversarial samples sa1:t261

as:262

dt(s,As) = max
sa∈As

(max(p(sa1:t)−p(s1:t), 0)) (2)263

which measures the tendency of generating unfaith-264

ful spans in adversarial samples over the factual265

span. To measure the full generation process, we266

average the probability contrast dt(s,As) of the267

total |s| generation steps:268

d(s,As) =
1

|s|

|s|∑

t=1

dt(s,As) (3)269

For the adversarial samples with different length270

|sa| 6= |s|, sa is truncated or padded to |s|. The271

probability of generating the padded token is set to272

0. In this way, every step we compare the probabil-273

ity of generating prefixes of spans with the same274

length. In any step, if a prefix in adversarial sam-275

ples has a higher probability, then d(s,As) > 0,276

indicating the success of this adversarial attack. An277

example of a successful adversarial attack is illus-278

trated in Figure 1. In the first step, the model has a279

higher probability of generating the token “ Galib” 280

in adversarial samples instead of “Alan”, so the 281

adversarial attack succeed. 282

Factual Robustness Following the definition 283

above, we measure the factual robustness of a 284

model via its success rate of adversarial attack in 285

the corpus level. Given a test set D containing N 286

samples and a model with parameters θ, following 287

Equation 3, the success rate of adversarial attack 288

on D is defined as: 289

E =

∑
x,y∈D

∑
s∈y 1[d(s,As) > 0]∑
y∈D Cs(y)

(4) 290

where Cs(y) is the number of factual spans in the 291

reference y, and 1 is the indicator function. Obvi- 292

ously, lower E indicates better factual robustness 293

3.2 Factual Robustness and Faithfulness 294

After we define the measurement of factual robust- 295

ness in Equation 4, we apply it to measure current 296

SOTA Seq2seq summariation systems and anal- 297

yse its relations with faithfulness. We report both 298

factual robustness and faithfulness of models in 299

different datasets in Table 1. Details about these 300

models and datasets are introduced in Section 5. 301

We evaluate the factual robustness of two differ- 302

ent kinds of factual spans, i.e. entity and number. 303

Their corresponding success rates of adversarial 304

attacks are denoted as Ent% and Num%. Mix% 305

is the average success rate of attacking both entity 306

and number spans. Incor% denotes the ratio of 307

unfaithful summaries annotated by human1. 308

From the number of Mix% and Incor% reported 309

in Table 1, we can conclude that factual robustness 310

and faithfulness have good consistency: the more 311

1Incor% annotation of T5 comes from Section 5, while
TransS2S and BERTSum come from Pagnoni et al. (2021),
BART and PEGASUS come from Cao and Wang (2021).
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factually robust the model is (lower Mix%) the312

better faithfulness the generated summaries (lower313

Incor%). Specifically, the Pearson Correlation Co-314

efficient and Spearman Correlation Coefficient be-315

tween factual robustness (Mix%) and faithfulness316

(Incor%) are 0.57 and 0.66, respectively, which317

also show the great potential of utilizing factual318

robustness for faithfulness assessment. We also319

draw several other conclusions based on the results.320

Firstly, considering the simplicity of our adversar-321

ial samples, current systems are still vulnerable in322

factual robustness. Even current SOTA models PE-323

GASUS and BART fail to defend nearly 30% of the324

attacks. It can be further supposed that these mod-325

els will have a lower factual robustness when de-326

fending against stronger adversarial samples. Sec-327

ondly, a better pre-training strategy not only largely328

improves ROUGE scores but also improves the fac-329

tual robustness and faithfulness, which is also con-330

firmed by human evaluations (Maynez et al., 2020).331

Lastly, different types of factual spans perform dif-332

ferently in respective of factual robustness. Gener-333

ating numbers are more challenging in XSum than334

CNN/DM because it requires the model to com-335

prehend and rewrite the numbers in the summaries336

rather than just copying them from the input.337

4 FRSUM338

In the previous section, we introduce factual robust-339

ness and reveal its relation with faithfulness. We340

also discover that current systems are not robust341

enough in generating factual spans. Based on these342

findings, it is natural to improve a model’s faith-343

fulness by enhancing its factual robustness. Thus,344

we propose FRSUM, which is a training strategy345

to improve the faithfulness of Seq2Seqs models346

by enhancing their factual robustness. FRSUM is347

composed of factual adversarial loss and factual348

adversarial perturbation. Factual adversarial loss349

encourages the model to defend against explicit ad-350

versarial samples. Factual adversarial perturbation351

further applies implicit factual-relevant adversarial352

permutations to the previous procedure to enhance353

the factual robustness. We follow the notations in354

Section 3 to introduce FRSUM in details.355

FRSUM can be applied to all kinds of Seq2Seq356

models which are composed of an encoder and a357

decoder. Following the common Seq2Seq architec-358

ture, we apply Negative Likelihood Loss (NLL) in359

the training process to generate fluent summaries.360

Given a document x and its reference y, the encoder361

first encodes input document x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) 362

into hidden representations h = (h1, h2, . . . , hn). 363

After that, the decoder computes the NLL based on 364

h and y: 365

Lnll(θ) = −
1

m

m∑

t=1

log p(yt|y<t, h, θ) (5) 366

4.1 Factual Adversarial Loss 367

In addition to NLL, we further propose factual ad- 368

versarial loss to enhance the model’s factual robust- 369

ness. As introduced in Section 3, we apply the 370

success rate of adversarial attack E to measure a 371

model’s factual robustness. Similarly, we can also 372

optimize E to enhance factual robustness. Because 373

Equation 4 is discrete and intractable for direct 374

optimization, we apply the probability contrast be- 375

tween s and As (as in Equation 2) for optimization 376

instead. We first modify the probability contrast 377

between two samples s and sa by further adding a 378

constant margin γ to adjust the degree of contrast: 379

dt(s
a, s, γ) = max(lp(sa1:t)− lp(s1:t) + γ, 0) 380

where lp denotes the logarithm of the original p, 381

t denotes the t-th generation step, consisting with 382

previous sections. In this way, we encourage the 383

model to generate faithful content over the adver- 384

saries by a margin in probability. Then, we expand 385

the above pairwise probability contrast to a set of 386

adversarial samples As and further compute the 387

factual adversarial loss: 388

Lfa =
1

Cs(y)

∑

s∈y

1

|s|

|s|∑

t=1

max
sa∈As

dt(s
a, s, γ) (6) 389

4.2 Factual Adversarial Perturbation 390

Besides defending against explicit adversarial sam- 391

ples, we further apply implicit adversarial pertur- 392

bations to enhance generalization of factual robust- 393

ness (Madry et al., 2018). We propose factual ad- 394

versarial perturbations and add it to the training 395

process, which induce the model to have a higher 396

probability to generate unfaithful information. In 397

this way, FRSUM not only requires the model to de- 398

fend against explicit adversarial samples but also in- 399

sensitive to implicit adversarial perturbations. For- 400

mally, the purpose of the perturbation is to disturb 401

the generation of factual span s as much as possi- 402

ble. We measure the quality of generating factual 403

span s by its NLL loss given the factual prefix ps: 404

ls(θ, h) = −
|s|∑

t=1

log p(st|s1:t−1, ps, h, θ) (7) 405
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For the simplicity of implementation, we add per-406

turbation δ = [δ1 . . . , δn] on the encoded hidden407

states h. Following the definition of adversarial per-408

turbation, the expected perturbation should satisfy409

the following condition:410

δ = argmax
δ′,||δ′||≤ε

ls(θ, h+ δ′) (8)411

where ε is an arbitrarily small variable. We follow412

Goodfellow et al. (2015) to approximate δ by the413

first-order derivative of ls, because the exact solu-414

tion for δ is intractable in deep neural networks:415

δ = ∇hls(θ, h)/‖∇hls(θ, h)‖ (9)416

ĥ = h+ τ ∗ δ (10)417

where ĥ is the hidden representation after pertur-418

bation, and τ is the update step. After getting the419

perturbated hidden state ĥ, we replace h with it to420

predict the probability of generating s and sa to421

compute a new Lpfa under perturbation by Equa-422

tion 6.423

4.3 Training Procedure424

The overall loss function of FRSUM is:425

L = Lnll + η ∗ Lpfa (11)426

where η ∈ [0, 1] balances the NLL and factual ad-427

versarial loss. We gradually increase the difficulties428

of training by slowly increasing τ in Equation 10:429

τ = min(max((epoch− S), 0) ∗ 0.1, 0.5) (12)430

where epoch is the number of current training431

epoches and S is the start epoch that we use ex-432

plicit adversarial perturbations. When epoch is433

larger than S, τ is gradually increased till the max-434

imum of 0.5 for perturbations.435

5 Experiment Setup436

In this section, we describe the datasets of our ex-437

periments and various implementation details.438

5.1 Datasets439

XSum XSum (Narayan et al., 2018) is a news440

dataset for extreme summarization, which requires441

the model to summarize a news document with only442

one sentence. Due to its abstractiveness, current443

summarization models perform poorly on faithful-444

ness (Maynez et al., 2020) on XSum.445

CNN/DM CNN/DM is a news dataset with multi-446

sentence summaries. Compared with XSum,447

CNN/DM is relatively more extractive and cur- 448

rent models perform better on faithfulness on this 449

dataset (Maynez et al., 2020; Pagnoni et al., 2021). 450

5.2 Automatic Metric 451

We evaluate FRSUM automatically by both infor- 452

mative and factual metrics. 453

Factual Metric We evaluate the faithfulness of 454

the generated summaries by FactCC (Kryscinski 455

et al., 2020). Although there are several other fac- 456

tual metrics, recent large-scale human evaluation 457

discovers that FactCC correlates best with human 458

judgments on both CNN/DM and XSum, and also 459

reports that different metrics even negatively corre- 460

late with each other (Pagnoni et al., 2021) . 461

Informative Metric We evaluate the informa- 462

tiveness of generated summaries using ROUGE 463

F1 (Lin, 2004). Specifically, we use ROUGE-1, 464

ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L. 465

5.3 Baselines 466

We evaluate FRSUM on extensive baseline systems. 467

As pre-training significantly improves the perfor- 468

mance of Seq2seqs, we mainly evaluate FRSUM 469

on SOTA pre-trained models. For non-pretrained 470

model, we select vanilla Transformer (Vaswani 471

et al., 2017) based Seq2Seq model (TranS2S) as the 472

representative. For pre-trained models, we select 473

the following models: partially pre-trained model, 474

BertSumAbs (Liu and Lapata, 2019); unified pe- 475

trained model for both language understanding and 476

generation, T5 (Raffel et al., 2019); pre-trained 477

model for language generation tasks, BART (Lewis 478

et al., 2020); pre-trained model specifically for sum- 479

marization, PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2020a). We 480

fine-tune these models based on the pre-trained 481

checkpoints. We also compare against other uni- 482

versal faithfulness improvement methods: Split En- 483

coders (Dong et al., 2020b), a two-encoder pointer 484

generator (See et al., 2017a), and Fact Correction 485

(Dong et al., 2020b), a QA-based based model that 486

correct the errors in the summary. 487

5.4 Implementation Details 488

For TransS2S, we set the number of both trans- 489

former encoder and decoder layers to 6 and the hid- 490

den state dimension to 512. For other pre-training 491

based models, we follow their original parame- 492

ters for training. We apply the base-version of 493

T5 and large-version for BART and PEGASUS. 494

Detail hyper-parameters for FRSUM and the above 495

baselines can be found in the Appendix C. 496
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Dataset
XSum CNN/DM

FactCC E% ↓ R-1 R-2 R-L FactCC E% ↓ R-1 R-2 R-L

TranS2S 24.15 53.1 29.86 10.05 23.78 80.51 48.0 39.96 17.63 36.90
Split Encoders 24.78 - 28.14 8.65 22.70 73.11 - 38.83 16.51 35.71
Fact Correction 25.75 - 29.45 9.59 23.40 82.82 - 39.87 17.50 36.80
+FRSUM 28.47 49.6 31.38 10.89 25.01 84.17 43.3 40.13 17.84 36.75

BertSumAbs 23.60 40.1 37.78 15.84 30.50 76.01 33.4 41.87 19.12 38.95
Split Encoders 24.19 - 34.22 13.76 27.86 76.43 - 39.78 17.87 37.01
Fact Correction 25.08 - 36.24 14.37 29.22 78.69 - 41.13 18.58 38.04
+FRSUM 25.28 38.5 38.14 15.92 30.62 77.18 31.0 41.59 19.03 38.66

BART 25.05 26.7 44.90 21.77 36.79 81.16 29.0 43.85 20.89 40.50
+FRSUM 25.52 24.3 44.75 21.66 36.76 81.38 27.5 43.79 20.82 40.50

PEGASUS 23.15 22.4 46.85 23.58 38.36 79.15 28.3 43.85 20.87 40.50
+FRSUM 23.45 20.6 46.86 23.68 38.53 79.71 27.8 43.69 27.80 40.34
T5 23.63 37.3 41.27 18.15 32.91 69.23 37.5 43.22 20.33 40.18
+FRSUM 24.91 35.7 41.26 18.31 33.30 75.00 36.4 42.73 20.03 39.62

w/o permut 24.24 36.2 41.16 18.16 33.18 73.98 37.2 43.05 20.32 40.00
w/o fa 24.76 36.3 41.19 18.24 33.25 74.28 37.0 42.96 20.20 39.81

Table 2: Evaluation results of FRSUM on two datasets, where the results of baseline models are in gray. All the
results are the average performance of the top 3 ROUGE score checkpoints to eliminate the variance. R-1, R-2,
R-L are abbreviations for ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and ROUGE-L, respectively. E% denotes the measurement of
factual robustness. permut and fa refer to factual adversarial permutation and factual adversarial loss.

6 Results497

We report the performance of FRSUM trained on498

various baselines. Because this work focuses on499

faithfulness, we expect improvements on factual500

metric without harming the performance of infor-501

mative metric. We select the T5 model for ablation502

study and human evaluations because it is a widely503

used model with a relatively moderate E%.504

6.1 Automatic Evaluation505

The experimental results are reported in Table 2,506

where columns in gray report baselines trained with507

only NLL loss. +FRSUM in the last column of508

each block reports the performance of the base-509

line further trained with FRSUM. E% in the table510

reports the factual robustness of the system. Con-511

cretely, E% equals to Mix% in Table 1 which is512

the average success rate of defend adversarial at-513

tacks on entity and number spans. According to514

the results, we can conclude that FRSUM consis-515

tently improves the FactCC score of all baseline516

methods while reducing E%, and thus improves517

faithfulness. For models (TransS2S, BertSumAbs,518

T5) that are relatively weak at factual robustness519

(E% > 30%), FRSUM improves their FactCC520

score over 1 point on both datasets. Similarly, for521

the other two models (PEGASUS and BART) that522

are relatively robust in factual (E% < 30%), FR- 523

SUM still stably improves their FactCC. In aspect 524

of informativeness, FRSUM maintains the perfor- 525

mance of baselines well and even improves the 526

ROUGE scores of several baseline methods, such 527

as TranS2S. Comparing with “Split Encoders” and 528

“Fact Correction”, FRSUM not only achieves higher 529

FactCC score but also much better ROUGE scores. 530

Ablation Study We further conduct ablation 531

study on T5. The reulsts are reported in the last 532

two rows in Table 2. w/o permut represents remov- 533

ing the factual adversarial perturbation of FRSUM, 534

and w/o fa represents removing the factual adver- 535

sarial loss and apply factual adversarial permuta- 536

tions on NLL. After removing factual adversarial 537

permutations or factual adversarial loss, FRSUM 538

decreases in FactCC and increases on E%. Thus, 539

we conclude that these two mechanisms can work 540

separately and combining them further improve the 541

faithfulness. 542

6.2 Human Evaluation 543

We further conduct human evaluations to assess the 544

effectiveness of FRSUM. For faithfulness assess- 545

ment, instead of comparing systems in pairwise 546

like previous studies, we report the exact number 547

of different types of factual errors. For factual error 548
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Model EntE CircE OutE PredE OtherE #Target Error #Total Errors Inf.
T5 39.5 41.0 48.5 27.0 1.0 80.5 157 32.6%
+FRSUM 28.5 33.5 47.0 24.5 1.0 62.0(23.0% ↓) 137(12.7% ↓) 34.0%

(a) XSum

Model EntE CircE OutE PredE OtherE #Target Error #Total Errors Inf.
T5 17.0 17.0 2.0 4.0 1 34 41 31.0%
+FRSUM 11.5 8.5 2.0 2.0 0.5 20(41.2% ↓) 24.5(40.2% ↓) 42.0%

(b) CNN/DM

Table 3: Human evaluation results on XSum and CNN/DM datasets. The second to the sixth columns report
the number of each type of factual errors. The last three columns report the total number of factual errors, the
number of target types of errors and the informativeness (abbreviated as Inf.), respectively. Inf. denotes the ratio
of summaries that have a better informativeness than the other systems. All the numbers are the average scores
of two annotators. The average kappa scores of the two systems on XSum and CNN/DM are 0.45 and 0.79
respectively, which denote good inter-annotator agreement.

annotations, we adopt the linguistically grounded549

typology of factual errors from Frank (Pagnoni550

et al., 2021). According to Frank, we divide factual551

errors into 5 types: Entity Error (EntE), Circum-552

stance Error (CircE), Out of Article Error (OutE),553

Predicate Error (PredE), and Other Error (OtherE).554

In the categorization above, EntE and OutE relate555

to entity error, and CircE mainly relates to numeric556

errors. EntE captures entity errors that contained in557

the input, while OutE captures entity errors that are558

not contained in the input. More details on catego-559

rization of factual errors can be found in Appendix560

D. For informativeness evaluations, we apply a pair-561

wise comparison between FRSUM trained on T5562

and the original T5. We invite two professional563

annotators and randomly select 150 samples from564

both XSum and CNN/DM test sets for evaluations.565

Each annotator is first trained to recognize and566

classify factual errors into a certain category by567

comparing summaries with the input documents.568

A summary may contains more than one factual569

error. During annotation, each annotator is given570

a document with two generated summaries from571

T5 and FRSUM, respectively. After annotating all572

the factual errors in these summaries, the annota-573

tor also needs to judge which summary is more or574

equally informative.575

We report the average results from two annota-576

tors in Table 3, where “Inf.” denotes the ratio of577

summaries that have a better informativeness than578

the other systems. From the number of total errors579

we can see that FRSUM reduces factual errors of580

T5 in both datasets by 12.74% and 40.2%, respec-581

tively. In respective of specific error types, FRSUM582

substantially reduces EntE and CircE, which are583

the target types of factual spans for adversarial 584

attack. In total, FRSUM reduces the number of 585

target errors by 23.0% and 41.2% on XSum and 586

CNN/DM, respectively. Thus, FRSUM has the po- 587

tential of optimizing more error types by defending 588

against adversarial attack on different types of fac- 589

tual spans. We also notice that models generate 590

a large number of OutEs on XSum which are not 591

optimized by FRSUM. This is because the XSum 592

dataset itself contains a large number of OutEs in 593

the reference summary while FRSUM is not de- 594

signed to overcome such noises (Gehrmann et al., 595

2021). The results also demonstrate the superior- 596

ity of FRSUM in informativeness on both datasets. 597

Examples of generated summaries and human an- 598

notations can be found in Appendix E. 599

7 Conclusions and Future Works 600

In this paper, we study the faithfulness of abstrac- 601

tive summarization from a new perspective of fac- 602

tual robustness. We propose an novel adversarial 603

attack method to measure and analyze the factual 604

robustness of current Seq2Seq models. Further- 605

more, we propose FRSUM, a faithful improvement 606

training strategy by enhancing the factual robust- 607

ness of a Seq2Seq model. FRSUM improves faith- 608

fulness of various Seq2Seq models by defending 609

against both explicit and implicit adversarial at- 610

tacks. Extensive experiments validate the effective- 611

ness of FRSUM in reducing various factual errors. 612

FRSUM also demonstrates its potential in further 613

improving and assessing faithfulness of Seq2Seq 614

models with richer adversarial samples. In the fu- 615

ture work, we will analyze and improve the factual 616

robustness of models on other text generation tasks. 617
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the Association for Computational Linguistics: Hu-964
man Language Technologies, pages 718–733, On-965
line. Association for Computational Linguistics.966

A FRSUM967

The whole training process is illustrated in Al-968

gorithm 1. For a given document-reference pair969

(x, y), we first extract and sample an entity or nu-970

meric span s from y and its corresponding adversar-971

ial set As from x (line 2-3), where Sample(a, b)972

indicates sampling b samples from set a, E() in-973

dicates the extraction of entity or number. After974

the model calculated Lnll (line 5-7), we add adver-975

sarial perturbations to h (line 9-10), where ss and976

se are the start position and end position of s in y.977

After that, we apply ĥ to calculate factual contrast978

loss Lpfc based on the perturbated hidden state ĥ979

(line 12-16). Finally, we use the final output loss L980

for training.

Algorithm 1: FRSUM
Input :Document x, Reference y, Entity and

Number extractor E().
Output :Training loss L

1 . Data Pre-processing
2 s, ps ← Sample(E(y), 1);
3 As ← Sample(E(x) \ s, 10)
4 . NLL Loss
5 h = Encoder(x)

6 Ptgt = Decoder(h, y) = [p1, p2, . . . , pm];

7 Lnll = − 1
m

∑m
i=1 logPtgt[i];

8 . Factual Relevant Permutation
9 ls(θ, h) = − 1

|s|
∑se

i=ss
logPtgt[i]

10 ĥ = h+ ε ∗ ∇hls/|∇hls|
11 . Factual Contrast Loss
12 p(f) = Decoder(ĥ, [p, f ])

13 for sa in As do
14 p(sa) = Decoder(ĥ, [ps, s

a])
15 end
16 Lp

fc ← Eq.6 with p(s),{p(sa)|aa ∈ As}
17 . Output Loss
18 L = Lnll + η ∗ Lp

fc

981

B Dataset Details982

CNN/DM CNN/DM is a news dataset with multi-983

sentence summaries. CNN/DM contains news ar-984

ticles and associated highlights, which are used as985

a multi-sentence summary. We used the standard986

splits of Hermann et al. for training, validation, and987

testing (90,266/1,220/1,093 CNN documents and988

196,961/12,148/10,397 DailyMail documents). We989

used pre-processed version from See et al., and the990

input documents were truncated to 512 tokens.991

Model Dataset Training
Steps

Learning
Rate

Batch
Size

T5 XSum 50k 1e-2 128
CNN/DM 50k 1e-2 128

BART XSum 20k 5e-5 64
CNN/DM 15k 5e-5 128

PEGASUS XSum 80k 1e-4 256
CNN/DM 170k 5e-5 256

Table 4: Parameter settings of pre-train based models
used in our experiments

XSum XSum (Narayan et al., 2018) is a news 992

dataset for extreme summarization, which requires 993

the model to summarize a news document with 994

only one sentence summary. We used the splits 995

of Narayan et al. (2018) for training, validation, 996

and testing (204,045/11,332/11,334) and followed 997

the pre-processing introduced in their work. Input 998

documents were truncated to 512 tokens. 999

C Hyper-parameter Details 1000

The detailed training settings of all the baseline 1001

models are set in Table 4. We apply beam search 1002

for inference. During inference, for the XSum 1003

dataset, we set beam size to 6, alpha to 0.90, max- 1004

imum length to 100, maximum length to 10; for 1005

CNN/DM dataset, we set beam size to 5, alpha to 1006

0.95, maximum length to 150, maximum length to 1007

30. For FRSUM, we apply Spacy for extracting 1008

entities and numbers. In the training process of 1009

factual adversarial loss, we randomly sample one s 1010

in y for optimization, which we find easier for train- 1011

ing. And we also find a larger size of As leads to 1012

better performance. Thus in practice, we constrain 1013

the maximum size of As to 10 due to memory con- 1014

straints. For time efficiency, we trained the model 1015

with FRSUM on the checkpoint when the model is 1016

close to coverage. η is set to 0.3, λ is set to 0.05 1017

and S is the second epoch that the model starts to 1018

apply FRSUM for training. 1019

D Typology of Factual Errors 1020

Recently, Pagnoni et al. (2021) proposes a typology 1021

of factual errors which is theoretically grounded in 1022

frame semantics (Baker et al., 1998; Palmer et al., 1023

2005), and linguistic discourse analysis (McRoy, 1024

2000). This typology divided factual errors into 7 1025

different categories including Circumstance Error 1026

(CircE), Entity Error (EntE), Out of Article Error 1027

(OutE), PredE (Relation Error), Coreference Error 1028

(CorefE), Discourse Link Error (LinkE), Grammat- 1029

ical Error (GrammerE). Because CorefE, LinkE, 1030
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Category Description Example
CircE Circumstance Error The additional information (like location or

time) specifying the circumstance around a
predicate is wrong.

A 22-year-old teenager has been charged in
connection with a serious assault in Bridge
Street.

EntE Entity Error The primary arguments (or their attributes)
of the predicate are wrong.

A teenager has been charged in connection
with a serious assault in Aberdeen Sheriff
Court.

OutE Out of Article Error The statement contains information not
present in the source article.

A teenager has been charged in connection
with a serious assault in London.

PredE Relation Error The predicate in the summary statement is
inconsistent with the source article.

A teenager is not charged in connection with
a serious assault in Bridge Street.

OtherE Other Error Other factual errors like Grammatical Error,
Discourse Error.

A teenager has been charged in connect with
a serious assault in Bridge Street. (Gram-
marE)

Table 5: Typology of factual errors in out human evaluation. Original text from the XSum dataset for the exam-
ples:The 22-year - old man needed hospital treatment after the incident on Bridge Street on New Year’s Day. Police
Scotland said a 15-year - old boy had been charged. The teenager is expected to appear at Aberdeen Sheriff Court.

and GrammerE seldomly appear in generated sum-1031

maries, in our study, we categorize them jointly as1032

OtherE. The definitions and examples of typology1033

of factual errors are illustrated in Table 5.1034

E Case Study1035

We show some cases to demonstrate our human1036

evaluation and the effectiveness of FRSUM in Ta-1037

ble 6 and Table 7 on XSum and CNN/DM datasets,1038

respectively. From Document 1 and Document1039

2, we illustrate how FRSUM reduces CircE and1040

EntE on XSum. Document 3 illustrates a special1041

case where the Baseline model generates two er-1042

rors, OutE and EntE. Notice that its gold reference1043

also contains OutE, we can infer that the generated1044

OutE is mainly caused by the unfaithful reference1045

in training. Applying FRSUM on baseline reduces1046

the EntE error but can not reduce the OutE. Table 71047

illustrates FRSUM reduces numeric errors (CircE)1048

including date, frequency and score, of 3 examples1049

from CNN/DM.1050
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XSum Human Evaluation Cases

Document 1 The animal had been shot twice in the shoulder and once in its left back leg, which vets had to amputate.The
charity said the one-year-old cat was ”incredibly lucky” to survive.Last year the Scottish government held a
consultation on licensing air weapons, but a majority of responders opposed the plan.One-year-old Teenie was
found injured by her owner Sarah Nisbett in NiddryView, Winchburgh, at about 16:30 on Friday 14 March
and taken to the Scottish SPCA.Mrs Nisbett said the cat was now having to learn how to walk again.”The gun
that was used must have some power because the pellet actually went through her back leg, that’s why it was
so badly damaged,” she said.”She’s now learning how to hop around the house, it’s terrible.”The fact that
it was three shots is crazy. We live in a housing estate and there are lots of kids. That just makes it worse
because any of them could have been hit in the crossfire.”She added: ”There’s some sick people out there,
hopefully somebody will know who’s done this and let the police or the Scottish SPCA know.”Scottish SPCA
Ch Supt Mike Flynn said: ”Teenie’s owners are understandably very upset and keen for us to find the callous
person responsible to ensure no more cats come to harm.”This is an alarming incident which only highlights
why the Scottish government should implement the licensing of airguns as a matter of urgency.”He added:
”The new licensing regime should ensure that only those with a lawful reason are allowed to possess such a
dangerous weapon. It will also help the police trace anyone using an air gun irresponsibly.”...

Baseline The Scottish SPCA has appealed for information after a cat was shot twice in the leg in West Lothian. (CircE)

+FRSUM The Scottish SPCA has appealed for information after a cat was shot three times in a crossfire.

Document 2 It comes in a shake-up of UK military buildings and resettling of regiments.Brecon and Radnorshire Conserva-
tive MP Chris Davies condemned the closure, saying there had been a barracks in Brecon since 1805, home to
troops who fought the Zulus at Rorke’s Drift.”This decision is abhorrent and I shall be fighting it every step of
the way,” he said.”The government has a great deal of questions to answer over why it is proposing to close a
well-loved and historic barracks in a vitally important military town.”Brecon Barracks has served our country
with distinction over its long history, with soldiers from the site fighting in every conflict since the early 19th
century.”This decision shows a blatant lack of respect for that history.”Mr Davies said he was launching a
petition against the decision, saying the Brecon area had some of the highest unemployment levels in Wales.He
also hoped the closure would not damage the town’s ”thriving” military tourism industry.Brecon barracks
has about 85 civilian staff and 90 military but it is not thought jobs are at risk.Mr Davies said he understood
the nearby Sennybridge training ground and infantry school at Dering Lines would not be affected.Defence
Secretary Sir Michael Fallon told the Commons on Monday the reorganisation in Wales would see a specialist
light infantry centre created at St Athan, Vale of Glamorgan. Cawdor Barracks, Pembrokeshire - whose
closure was previously announced in 2013 - will now shut in 2024, while a storage depot at Sennybridge will
go in 2025.Responding for Labour, Shadow Defence Secretary Nia Griffith, MP for Llanelli, said the ministry
was ”right to restructure its estate”.But she warned closing bases would affect the livelihoods of many people
who would face ”gnawing uncertainty” over their future.

Baseline The government’s decision to close military bases in Powys is ” abhorrent ”, an MP has said.(EntE)

+FRSUM Plans to close the Brecon Barracks in Powys have been described as ” abhorrent ”.

Document 3 Jung won aboard Sam, who was a late replacement when Fischertakinou contracted an infection in
July.France’s Astier Nicolas took silver and American Phillip Dutton won bronze as GB’s William Fox-Pitt
finished 12th.Fox-Pitt, 47, was competing just 10 months after being placed in an induced coma following a
fall.The three-time Olympic medallist, aboard Chilli Morning, produced a faultless performance in Tuesday’s
final show-jumping phase.But the former world number one’s medal bid had already been ruined by a disap-
pointing performance in the cross-country phase on Monday.He led after the dressage phase, but dropped to
21st after incurring several time penalties in the cross country.Ireland’s Jonty Evans finished ninth on Cooley
Rorkes Drift.Why not come along, meet and ride Henry the mechanical horse at some of the Official Team
GB fan parks during the Rio Olympics?Find out how to get into equestrian with our special guide.Subscribe
to the BBC Sport newsletter to get our pick of news, features and video sent to your inbox.

Gold Germany’s Michael Jung closed in on a £240,000 bonus prize as he secured a dominant lead to take into the
final day of Badminton Horse Trials. (OutE)

Baseline Germany’s Sam Jung won Olympic gold in the equestrian with victory in the dressage phase on the back of
a rider ruled out by illness. (OutE, EntE )

+FRSUM South Africa’s won Olympic gold in the equestrian event at Rio 2016 as Greece’s Georgios Fischertakinou
was hampered by an infection. (OutE)

Table 6: Three samples from human evaluations on XSum dataset.
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CNN/DM Human Evaluation Cases

Document 4 Lewis Hamilton has conceded to feeling more powerful now than at any stage in his F1 career. It is an
ominous warning from a man who has won nine of the last 11 grands prix, been on pole at the last four, and
who already holds a 27-point cushion in the drivers’ standings. It is no wonder after winning in Bahrain, when
Hamilton stepped out of his Mercedes, he immediately stood on top of it and pretended to smack an imaginary
baseball out of the circuit. Lewis Hamilton stands on his Mercedes after winning the Bahrain Grand Prix It
was another ’home run’ performance from Hamilton, a man who claims he is a perfectionist, and who appears
to be driving as close to perfection as can possibly be achieved in the sport. It led to the suggestion that
perhaps he was feeling unbeatable, to which he replied: ’I don’t know what the feeling of being unbeatable
is. ’I know I feel very powerful in this car with the package we have, and I feel I’m able to get everything
from it. ’I also feel more comfortable in this car than I did in the one last year, and I feel within myself, with
whatever approach I have, the power is greater than ever in terms of strength in the car. ’It’s like ’yes’. I
put the car there and it goes there, I get the exit. ’Naturally you always feel there are things you can still
improve on, but it’s hard to always pinpoint what those are and to tell the team what to focus on. Hamilton is
congratulated by Ferrari rival Kimi Raikkonen on Sunday ’That’s what a team leader has to do, and, along
with Nico (Rosberg), I’m trying to guide the team, to tell them where to go next.’ ...

Baseline ”Lewis Hamilton won the Bahrain Grand Prix on Sunday. The 30-year - old has won nine of the last 11
grands prix. He has been on pole at the last four and holds a 27-point cushion. Hamilton claims he is a
perfectionist. ” (CircE)

+FRSUM ”Lewis Hamilton has conceded to feeling more powerful now than at any stage in his F1 career. The 30-year
- old has won nine of the last 11 grands prix and been on pole at the last four. Hamilton holds a 27-point
cushion in the drivers’standings. ”

Document 5 Jermain Defoe says his stunning Wear-Tyne derby winner is justification for his decision to quit MLS and
return to the Premier League. The former FC Toronto striker had scored just twice for struggling Sunderland
since arriving on £80,000-per-week wages in January. But Defoe was the hero on Sunday as his 20-yard
volley proved enough to secure a fifth straight victory for the Black Cats over Newcastle. Sunderland striker
Jermain Defoe believes his stunning volley against Newcastle has proven his worth Defoe’s superb first-half
strike was enough to secure a 1-0 win for Sunderland in the Wear-Tyne derby Newcastle goalkeeper Tim Krul
was completely helpless as Defoe’s shot found its way into the top corner The 32-year-old was overcome
with emotion in the wake of his brilliant blast, and admits the joy it brought to a sold-out Stadium of Light
was too much to take in. ...

Baseline Sunderland beat Newcastle 1 - 0 in the Wear - Tyne derby on Sunday. Jermain Defoe scored a stunning first -
half volley for the Black Cats. The former FC Toronto striker had scored just twice for the club. ”(CircE)

+FRSUM ”Sunderland beat Newcastle 1 - 0 in the Wear - Tyne derby on Sunday. Jermain Defoe scored a stunning
volley in the first half. Defoe had scored just twice for struggling Sunderland since January. ”

Document 6 Former Valencia striker Aritz Aduriz denied his old team victory with a last-gasp equaliser for Athletic Bilbao
at San Mames Stadium. Aduriz pounced in the 90th minute to secure a 1-1 draw after Valencia had been
reduced to 10 men. Nicolas Otamendi had harshly received a straight red card eight minutes earlier for a high
challenge, and Valencia were unable to hold out in his absence. Athletic Bilbao Aritz Aduriz scored a 90th
minute equaliser to deny his former club Valencia victory Substitute Rodrigo De Paul celebrates after coming
on to give Valencia the lead Substitute Rodrigo De Paul had given the visitors a deserved lead 16 minutes
into the second period, but even though they were unable to claim maximum points, a draw took them above
Sevilla into fourth place in their pursuit of possible Champions League qualification. Getafe bolstered their
hopes of securing Primera Division status for next season after moving 10 points clear of the bottom three by
edging to a 1-0 win at struggling Elche. Fredy Hinestroza scored the only goal of the game with only five
minutes remaining in a rare attack for Getafe, after the hosts had spurned a series of chances in the first half.
Getafe celebrate after taking a step closer to survival by defeating Elche through Fredy Hinestroza’s strike
Ecuadorian Felipe Caicedo scored twice for Espanyol in the 3-0 defeat of Villarreal Elsewhere, Espanyol
extended Villarreal’s winless streak to six games in all competitions as two goals from Felipe Caicedo handed
the Catalans a 3-0 win at El Madrigal. Caicedo had a slice of fortune in opening the scoring as Javi Lopez’s
miscued header deflected off the Ecuadorian and he then thumped home his second of the evening after the
break at Sergio Asenjo’s near post. Asenjo had a night to forget as he also spilled Sergio Garcia’s cross 11
minutes from time to allow Victor Sanchez to roll the ball into an empty net to complete Villarreal’s misery.

Baseline ”Aritz Aduriz scored a 90th minute equaliser for Athletic Bilbao. The former Valencia striker denied his
former club’s 1-1 victory. Getafe moved up to fourth in the table after a 1 - 0 win at Elche. Felipe Caicedo
scored twice for Espanyol in the 3 - 0 defeat of Villarreal. ” (CircE )

+FRSUM ”Aritz Aduriz scored a 90th minute equaliser for Athletic Bilbao. Valencia were reduced to 10 men after
Nicolas Otamendi was sent off. Getafe moved 10 points clear of the bottom three with a 1 - 0 win at Elche.
Felipe Caicedo scored twice for Espanyol against Villarreal. ”

Table 7: Three samples from human evaluations on CNN/DM dataset.
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